
Series LogoVolume 00, Number 00, Xxxx 19xxTHE LIE GROUPOIDS AND LIE ALGEBROIDS INDIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF HIGHER ORDERJAN KUBARSKIREPRINT: Czehoslovakian { GDR { Polish Sienti� Shool on Di�erential Geometry,Boszkowo, POLAND, February 1-10, 1978, Sienti� ommuniations, Part 2, 135-146.1. Many problems of the lassial global di�erential geometry an be onsid-ered from the unifying point of view of the theory of onnetions in prinipal �brebundles. Di�erential geometry of higher order has been developing sine the begin-ning of the 50's. It examines objets whih loally depend on partial derivatives ofhigher order, for example: higher order onnetions, G-strutures of higher order,pseudogroups. The �rst onstrution of higher order was the osulating spaes to aurve f : (a; b)! R3 . Many notions desribing these objets have the form of di�er-ential operators, alled now the Lie equations. Inquiries made by Ehresmann, Que,Spener, Pradines, Kola�r, Kumpera and others gave one view inluding all theseproblems, namely, the theory of the Lie groupoids and the Lie algebroids. Theuseful and indispensable tehnique is the jet theory. Notion of the Lie groupoidassoiated with a prinipal �bre bundle was introdued by Ehresmann in 1950.2. The di�erentiable groupoids are from the formal point of view the general-ization of the Lie groups. Many ideas and methods are derived from this fat. Forexample, the algebraization similar to that one of Lie groups is possible.Aording to Ehresmann's idea every prinipal �bre bundle P (M;G) determinesa ertain Lie groupoid onsisting of the di�eomorphism of a �bre into another�bre. The algebrai struture in the groupoid is automatially determined by theomposition of these di�eomorphisms. This groupoid is denoted by PP�1. A Liegroupoid onsisting of linear isomorphisms of a �bre into a �bre an be assoiatedwith any vetor bundle E. This groupoid is denoted by � (E). Ngo Van Que in1967 formulated a preise abstrat de�nition of the Lie groupoid.De�nition 1. Lie groupoid is a olletion � = ���; (�; �) ;M; �� in whih we have:a) the spae of the groupoid, ��, it is a manifold of lass C1 with ountable basis,b) the onneted manifold of units, M ,) the mapping "soures", � : �� ! M , and "target", � : �� ! M , they aresurmersions (surmersion=submersion&onto),d) the partial multipliation, � : D ! ��, where D = f(h; g) ;� (g) = � (h)g is asubmanifold of the manifold ��� ��,e) the algebrai struture is a struture of the groupoid in the sense of Ehres-mann,f) ondition of transitivity that means: (�; �) : ��!M �M is surjetive.0000 Amerian Mathematial Soiety0000-0000/00 $1.00 + $.25 per page1



2 JAN KUBARSKIThe set �(x;x) of the elements h 2 �� suh that � (h) = � (h) = x is alled theisotropy group of the Lie groupoid � over x. It is a Lie group.The unit of the Lie group �(x;x) is alled the unit of Lie groupoid over thepoint x. The Lie group is the Lie groupoid with one-element manifold of the units.For every x 2 M Lie groupoid � = ���; (�; �) ;M; �� determines a prinipal �brebundle �x in the following way: the set �x onsists of the element h 2 �� suh that� (h) = x: �x is a submanifold of M . The projetion  : �x !M is determined bythe formula  = �j�x, the Lie group �(x;x) is taken and the ation of this groupon �x is determined by the formula � (h; g) = h � g. One of the most important Liegroupoids is �k (M), the Lie groupoid of all invertible k-th order jets of manifoldM .This groupoid determines a prinipal �bre bundles Lk (M) of the k-order frames ofmanifold M .a) G-struture on the manifold M is a subbundle of the bundle L1 (M). It de-termines a Lie subgroupoid of the Lie groupoid �1 (M). Similarly G-strutureof higher order are de�ned.b) Let � be a pseudogroupe of a loal di�eomorphisms of the manifold M . Letjk� be a set of the k-order jets of elements of �. If a natural number k exists,for whih the set jk� is an analyti Lie subgroupoid of the Lie groupoid �k (M)and � is the set of all solutions of jk�, then � is alled a Lie pseudogroup.3. Miss Libermann in 1959 showed essential relations between the Lie groupoid�k (M) and a vetor bundle Jk (TM) of k-order jets of the vetor �eld on themanifold M .There is one-to-one relation between the ross-setions of the vetor bundleJk (TM) and right-invariant vetor �elds on the Lie groupoid �k (M). The right-invariant vetor �elds are determined on every Lie groupoid. It is easy to state thata right-invariant vetor �eld is uniquely determined by the values at the units.4. The strutures on the vetor bundle Jk (TM):a) We take the vetor spae C1 �Jk (TM)� onsisting of all global setions of thebundle Jk (TM). We take two setions � and � belonging to C1 �Jk (TM)�.These � and � determines a right-invariants vetor �elds �0 and �0 on the mani-fold �k (M). The braket [�0; �0℄ of this vetor �elds is a right-invariant vetor�eld, too. This determines a global setion of the vetor bundle Jk (TM),whih is denoted by [[�; �℄℄. We obtain the R-Lie algebra struture in thespae C1 �Jk (TM)�.b) We de�ne the morphism ~�� : Jk (TM) ! TM by the formula ~�� �jkx�� =� (x). Then(i) ~�� is an epimorphism,(ii) C1 �~��� : C1 �Jk (TM)� ! C1 (TM) is a R-Lie algebra homomor-phism. Whih means thath~�� Æ �; ~�� Æ �i = ~�� Æ [[�; �℄℄ for �; � 2 C1 �Jk (TM)� ;(iii) [[�; f � �℄℄ = f � [[�; �℄℄ + �~�� Æ �� (f) � � for �; � 2 C1 �Jk (TM)� andf 2 C1 (M).



THE LIE GROUPOIDS AND LIE ALGEBROIDS IN DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF HIGHER ORDER3The objet �Jk (TM) ; [[�; �℄℄; ~��� is alled the Lie algebroid of the Lie groupoid�k (M) (the notion was de�ned by J.Pradines).5. J.Pradines onstruted a similar objet for an arbitrary Lie groupoid � =���; (�; �) ;M; ��.Let us onsider the vetor bundle i� �T����, it is �rst { the vetor subbundleT��� � T �� of the tangent bundle T �� onsisting of the �-vertial vetors and pullit bak by imbedding i : M ! ��. Algebrai strutures an be introdued easierthan in the ase of �k (M).a) a global setion of the vetor bundle i� �T� ��� is an �-vertial vetor �eldwhih is de�ned on the units 1x, x 2M . The vetor �eld is uniquely extendedto globally de�ned right-invariant vetor �eld on the ��. We introdue the R-Lie algebra struture on the vetor spae C1 �i� �T����� onsisting of theglobal setions of the vetor bundle i� �T����. Let us onsider two setions�; � and we take the braket [�0; �0℄, where �0; �0 are the right-invariant vetor�elds for whih �0 (1x) = � (x) and �0 (1x) = � (x) : We put [[�; �℄℄ = [�0; �0℄ jM .b) We de�ne the morphism ~�� : i� �T� ���! TM by the formula ~�� (v) = �� (v),where � : ��!M is a mapping "target" in the Lie groupoid �.We obtain the objet �i� �T���� ; [[�; �℄℄; ~���. It is a Lie algebroid of the Liegroupoid �.De�nition 2. [Transitive℄ Lie algebroid is a olletion (E; [[�; �℄℄; ) in whiha) E is a vetor bundle over the manifold M ,b) [[�; �℄℄ : C1 (E)� C1 (E)! C1 (E) and (C1 (E) ; [[�; �℄℄) is a R-Lie algebra,)  : E ! TM is an epimorphism suh that C1 () : C1 (E) ! C1 (TM) isR-Lie algebra homomorphism,d) if �; � 2 C1 (E) and f 2 C1 (M), then[[�; f � � ℄℄ = f � [[�; � ℄℄ + ( Æ �) (f) � �:6. Let us onsider � a Lie subgroupoid of the Lie groupoid �k (M). It de-termines a ertain subbundle of the prinipal �bre bundle Lk (M). We take thelinear isomorphism �x : Jk (TM)jx ! T1x ��k (M)x� de�ned by Libermann by theformula �x �jkx�� = �k (1x) where �k is k-th prolongation of �. We put Ex =(�x)�1 hT1x ����i, we obtain the vetor subbundle E of Jk (TM). The right-invariants vetor �eld on the groupoid �k (M) tangent to submanifold �� determinesa global setion of the bundle E and onversely. The bundle E has the followingproperties:(a) ~��jE : E ! TM is an epimorphism,b) [[�; �℄℄ 2 C1 (E) for �; � 2 C1 (E), that is C1 (E) is a Lie subalgebra of theLie algebra C1 �Jk (TM)�.Conversely, if E � Jk (TM) is a vetor subbundle whih has properties a) andb) then there exists exatly one the Lie subgroupoid of the Lie groupoid �k (M)suh that it determines the subbundle E. The vetor subbundle E � Jk (TM) for



4 JAN KUBARSKIwhih the property b) hold is alled a Lie equation. Their theory is a well developedowing to work of Malgrange, Kumpera, Spener, Goldshmidt, Que and others.Example 1. (1) Let A be m-dimensional vetor subbundle of the tangent bundleTM and let us assume n = dimM . It determines a G-struture onsisting offrames (v1; :::; vm; vm+1; :::; vn) 2 L (M)x for whih (v1; :::; vm) is the basis Ax,x 2M . This G-struture determines a ertain Lie subgroupoid of the Lie groupoid�1 (M). This Lie subgroupoid determines the vetor subbundle E � J1 (TM) forwhih E = �j1x�; (L��) (x) 2 Ajx; �; � 2 C1 (TM) ; x 2M	 :(2) Let q be a metri tensor on the manifold M and P be a orresponding to itO (n)-struture. ThusE = �j1x�; (L�q) (x) = 0; � 2 C1 (TM)	 :7. Let us onsider a onnetion � in prinipal �bre bundle L (M). � determinesa ovariant derivative, r, in the vetor bundle TM . r determines the di�erentialoperator of the order one by the formular (�) = (� 7�! r��) ; for �; � 2 C1 (TM) ,so r determines a linear morphismÆ : J1 (TM) �! Hom (TM; TM) .It is a splitting of the exat sequene0 �! Hom(TM; TM) �! �Æ J1 (TM) �! TM �! 0:Æ determines a splitting C : TM ! J1 (TM), whih is an interpretation of onne-tion in terms of jets. C is a homomorphism of the Lie algebroid if and only if aovariant derivative r has a urvature 0.8. The Lie groupoid � determines the seond very important objet, namely,the groupoid �-admissible �-setions ��;lo (M;�). It onsists of suh loal setions� : MjU ! �� of the surmersion �� ��!M for whih U 0 = � Æ � [U ℄ �M is an openset and � Æ � :MjU !MjU 0 is a di�eomorphism.The set of the unit of the groupoid ��;lo (M;�) is a topology of manifoldM . Theunit 1U over the point U 2 TopM is a mapping 1U = �MjU 3 x 7! 1x 2 ���. Let�� (M;�) be a isotropy group of the groupoid ��;lo (M;�) over the unit M . Thepartial multipliation is de�ned by the following way: if � :MjU ! ��, � :MjU 0 ! ��belonging to ��;lo (M;�) and � Æ � [U ℄ = U 0, then � � � : MjU ! �� is de�ned bythe formula (� � �)x = ��Æ�(x) � �x; x 2 U .The importane of the notion of the groupoid ��;lo (M;�) is based on the fat thatthere is one-to-one orrespondene between a loal setions of the bundle i� �T a���and a loal smooth 1-parameter subgroups of the groupoid ��;lo (M;�).Let us explain it on the example of global omplete setions of the bundlei� �T a���. Let � : M ! i� �T a ��� be a global omplete setion of the bundle



THE LIE GROUPOIDS AND LIE ALGEBROIDS IN DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF HIGHER ORDER5i� �T a���. A global setion � of the bundle i� �T a��� is omplete if the orrespond-ing right-invariant vetor �eld �0 on the groupoid � is omplete. Let 't : ��! �� bea global one-parameter subgroup of di�eomorphisms, whih generates the vetor�eld �0. We put Exp t� = 't Æ i :M ! ��.Exp t� is a �-admissible �-setion. It is an element of the group �� (M;�). Ithas the following properties:(i) R 3 t 7! Exp t� 2 �� (M;�) is a homomorphism of the additive group R intothe group �� (M;�).(ii) M � R 3 (x; t) 7! (Exp t�) (x) 2 �� is a smooth mapping.Conversely, every group homomorphism � : R ! �� (M;�) suh that the map-ping M � R 3 (x; t) 7! � (t) (x) 2 �� is smooth is determined by exatly one globalomplete setion of the bundle i� �T a���. Then � is alled a global smooth oneparameter subgroup of the groupoid ��;lo (M;�).9. Let C10 �i� �T a���� be a set of global setion with ompat support. Everysuh setion is omplete. The exponential mapping on the Lie groupoid is themapping Exp� = �C10 �i� �T a���� 3 � 7�! Exp 1� 2 �� (M;�)� :This mapping was de�ned by Kumpera in 1971. The following theorem an beproved:Theorem 1. Let �1; :::; �m 2 C10 �i� �T a���� be setions suh that they are a basisof bundle i� �T a ��� over an open set U ontained in M . Then, for every point x0 2U , there exist: open neighbourhood Um � Rm ontaining 0 and open neighbourhoodU 0 � U ontaining x0 suh that the mappingExp =  Um � U 0 3 �a1; ::; am; x� 7�!  Exp mXi=1 ai � �i! (x) 2 ��!is a di�eomorphism onto an open set in ��.10. Using this theorem it an be proved thatTheorem 2. A Lie subgroupoid 	 of the Lie groupoid � is a topologial subspaeif and only if �	 is a losed set.Besides, the following theorem holds.Theorem 3. If A is the Lie algebroid of the Lie groupoid �, then every Lie subalge-broid A0 � A determines exatly one onneted Lie subgroupoid of the Lie groupoid�.Using the properties of the exponential mapping the following theorems an beproved:Theorem 4. If 	 is a Lie subgroupoid of the Lie groupoid � thenC10 �i� �T a �	�� = n� 2 C10 �i� �T a ���� ; (Exp t�) (x) 2 �	 for (x; t) 2M � Ro :



6 JAN KUBARSKIThe following theorem was proved in a quite ompliated way by N.V.Que in1969.Theorem 5. If A and A0 are the Lie algebroids of trivial Lie groupoids � and�0, then every homomorphism � : A ! A0 of these algebroids determines loalhomomorphism of the Lie groupoids F : �jU ! �0, where U is some open setontaining all units.Using the above theorems one an prove a stronger theorem for any Lie groupoids(non neessary trivial). The proof is simpler.Let  : A! A0 be a homomorphism of the Lie algebroids and let A = i� �T a���,A0 = i� �T� ��0�. We put� = f(v;  (v)) 2 A�A0; v 2 Agwhere A � A0 is the Whitney produt of the Lie algebroids A and A0. Let " bea onneted Lie subgroupoid of the Lie groupoid � � �0 (where � � �0 is theWhitney produt of the Lie groupoids) suh that its Lie algebroid is equal to �.The projetion !1 : �� �0 ! � is a homomorphism of the Lie groupoids. We put!01 = !1j". If v 2 i� �T a���jx then !01 (v;  (v)) = v, so(!01j"x)�1x : T1x (�"x) �! T1x ���x�is a linear isomorphism.It is easy to see that (!01)�1x : T1x (�") �! T1x ����is a linear isomorphism. Therefore !01 is a di�eomorphism in a neighbourhoodof every unit 1x, x 2 M . Consequently, there exists a neighbourhood � � �"whih ontains all units and suh that !01 : � ! �� is a di�eomorphism ontoan open set 
 � ��. !01 is a loal isomorphism of the Lie groupoids. We putF = !2 Æ(!01)�1 : 
! ��0: It is the required loal isomorphism of the Lie groupoids.11. In the Lie group theory is known Yamabe's theorem. It is interestingwhether the analogous theorem in the Lie groupoid theory holds. Namely:Conjeture 1. Let � be a Lie groupoid and 	 its subgroupoid (in an algebraialsense). Then the subset H � �� onsisting of the elements h 2 �� for whih thereexists a global smooth 1-parameter subgroup � of the groupoid ��;lo (M;�) forwhih � (t) (x) 2 �	 for (x; t) 2 M � R and � (t0) (x0) = h for ertain x0 2 M ,t0 2 R, is a Lie subgroupoid.It seems that the tehnique neessary to examine this hypothesis will be a suitableversion of Campbel-Hausdor�'s formula.In the Lie algebra theory is known the theorem of Ado: Every Lie algebra admitsthe linear exat and �nitely dimensional representation. It is interesting whetherthe analogous theorem in the Lie algebroid theory holds.Institute of Mathematis, Tehnial University of  L�od�z, PL-90-924  L�od�z, Al. Po-litehniki 11, POLANDE-mail address: kubarski�k-sg.p.lodz.pl


